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Introduction
In a cloud environment, your service providers take on a share of many operational burdens, including security. However,
cloud providers only secure the parts of the cloud infrastructure that remain under their direct control. Security for everything
else—including your operating environments, service configurations, workloads, networks, user permissions, and more—is up to
you. This approach to security is called the shared responsibility model.
Many organizations make the mistake of thinking that cloud providers are responsible for their security needs. And it’s true that
cloud platforms are inherently secure—when there are no services or workloads running on them. However, you are responsible
for securing the applications and data you place in the cloud. You are also on the hook for following benchmarks and best
practices when it comes to cloud asset configurations. By understanding your role in the shared responsibility model, and by
automating your share, you can reduce attackable surfaces and maintain a secure environment with less operational overhead.
In this paper, we cover shared responsibility model basics and provide a vendor-agnostic view of the basic responsibilities of
the cloud provider and the user. We’ll cover the grey areas that vary based on service provider and services, and discuss how
misconfigurations and missed requirements can introduce coverage gaps. Finally, we’ll dive into the benefits of cloud security
automation and look at the critical attributes of a cloud security automation solution.

Shared Responsibility Basics
A successful security implementation in a cloud environment starts
with a firm understanding of where your provider’s responsibility
ends, and where yours begins. The answer isn’t always clearcut. Definitions of—and coverages provided by—the shared
responsibility security model vary among service providers.
Coverages can also vary based on whether you are using
infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) or platform-as-a-service (PaaS).
For each of the cloud provider platforms and their services, the
shared responsibility wording is similar, but their agreements
leave much open for discussion and interpretation. There are
always some aspects of security that are clearly owned by the
provider and others that you will always retain. For the services,
applications, and controls between those ownership layers,
security responsibilities vary by cloud provider and service type. In
a multi-cloud environment, these variations in security ownership
can introduce complexity and risk if not properly managed. And
regardless of which services you use, your overall security posture
is defined by your weakest link. If you have a gap in coverage in
any one system, you increase risk across the entire stack and out
to any connected systems.
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Shared Responsibilities by Provider
AWS

Claims responsibility for “protecting the
hardware, software, networking, and facilities
that run AWS Cloud services.”

Microsoft Azure

Claims security ownership of “physical hosts,
networks, and data centers.”
Both AWS and Azure state that your retained
security responsibilities depend upon which
services you select.

Google Cloud Platform

Offers trust and security guidelines at the
platform level, and defines service-specific
shared responsibilities, e.g., GKE and Anthos
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Who is responsible for what?
The following diagram provides a high-level, vendor-agnostic view of a shared responsibility model based on concepts, rather
than service level agreements. When entering a discussion with a cloud provider, security and shared responsibility need to be
included up front in the decision-making process. You can use this guide to inform your discussion and to understand your roles
and responsibilities in securing any cloud implementation.

Figure 1: A vendor-agnostic view of the division of responsibilities in the shared responsibility model
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Your share of cloud security responsibilities

Automated Configuration Security
Management is Critical

Whether you are running on one cloud provider or many, using
server-based IaaS instances, serverless PaaS, or operating in
a hybrid environment, you are always responsible for securing
what’s under your direct control. This includes:
Information and Data: By retaining control over information
and data, you maintain how and when your data is used. Your
provider has zero visibility into your data, and all data access is
yours to control by design.
Application Logic and Code: Regardless of how you choose
to spin up cloud resources, proprietary applications are yours
to secure and control throughout the entire application lifecycle.
This includes securing code repositories from malicious misuse
or intrusion, application build testing throughout the development
and integration process, ensuring secure production access, and
maintaining security of any connected systems.
Identity and Access: You are responsible for all facets of
identity and access management (IAM), including authentication
and authorization mechanisms, single sign-on (SSO), multi-factor
authentication (MFA), access keys, certificates, user creation
processes, and password management.
Platform and Resource Configuration: When spinning up
cloud environments, you control the operating environment.
How you maintain control over those environments varies based
on whether instances are server-based or serverless. A serverbased instance requires more hands-on control over security,
including OS and application security, patches, vulnerability
management, etc. In essence, your server-based instances in
the cloud behave like your physical servers, and function as
an extension of your datacenter. For serverless resources, the
provider’s control plane gives you access to the setup of your
configuration; you are responsible for knowing how to configure
your instance in a secure manner.
Additionally, you maintain responsibility for securing everything
in your organization that connects with the cloud, including onpremises infrastructure stack and user devices, owned networks,
and applications, and the communication layers that connect
users, both internal and external, to the cloud and to each other.
You’ll also need to set up your own monitoring and alerting for
security threats, incidents, and responses for those domains
that remain under your control. These responsibilities are yours
whether you are running on Amazon Web Services (AWS),
Azure, GCP, or any other public cloud provider’s systems.

99% of misconfigurations in the cloud
go unnoticed1

•

Through 2025, 99% of cloud security
failures will be the customer’s fault2

•

95% of cybersecurity professionals are
extremely to moderately concerned
about public cloud security3

Responsibilities maintained by your
cloud service provider
While it may seem that you retain a significant share
of security responsibilities, your provider does alleviate
much of the burden. Cloud vendors maintain 100% of
control over the security of:
The Virtualization Layer: By controlling the provisioning
of physical resources through virtualization, providers
ensure segmentation and isolation of CPU, GPU,
storage and memory to protect your users, applications,
and data. This layer of abstraction acts as both a
gateway and a fence, allowing access to provisioned
resources, and protecting against potential misuse or
malicious intrusion, both from the user environments,
down, and the physical layer, up.
Physical Hosts, Network and Datacenter: Cloud
vendors protect their hardware through a variety of both
software and physical means. Large cloud providers
like AWS and Azure protect their servers from physical
intrusion and tampering through a variety of protocols,
and they also ensure rapid failover and high availability
with comprehensive, built-in backup, restore, and
disaster recovery solutions.

1
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Understanding everything in between

The bottom line

Based on whether you are running an IaaS or PaaS
implementation, you may retain additional security
responsibilities, or your provider may take some of that
burden off your team. The line between your responsibility
and those of your cloud vendor depends upon selected
services and the terms of those services.

Regardless of where your contract with your provider draws
the line, your security hygiene in a shared responsibility
model depends on your ability to standardize and maintain
security orchestration, action, and response across your entire
infrastructure, including:

•

Asset discovery, interrogation, and inventory monitoring

In the case of server-based instances, you often assume full
responsibility of:

•

Continuous inventory updates

•

Vulnerability and exposure management, including
network and privileged access configuration

•

Integrity and drift monitoring

•

Indication of compromise, threat detection, and
security event management

•

Network security configuration and management

•

Compliance management and continuous
compliance monitoring

Identity and Directory Infrastructure: Whether you’re
using OS-level identity directories like Microsoft Active
Directory or LDAP on Linux, or you opt for a third-party
identity directory solution, the security configuration and
monitoring of that system is yours to control in an IaaS
cloud implementation.
Applications: Server-based cloud environments, much
like on-premises hosts, are a blank slate for installing and
maintaining applications and workloads. You may run PaaS
applications on your cloud servers, in which case you might
be relieved of some of the security burden. However, any
application or workload you move from your data center
to a server-based instance in the cloud is solely your
responsibility to secure.
Network Controls: Your provider only maintains the
network that’s directly under their control. All networking
above the virtualization layer—whether physical or
infrastructure-as-code—requires your security configuration
and monitoring.
Operating System: With server-based instances, you get
to choose your OS and patch levels. While this allows you
greater flexibility, it also means greater responsibility when
it comes to security. You’ll need to keep up with current
vulnerabilities, security patches, and environment
hardening exercises to keep your server-based cloud
resources secured.
When you choose a serverless environment or PaaS
solutions, you alleviate some of the security burden.
Serverless solutions provide a control plane for
configuration, and you are responsible for configuring that
service in a secure manner. For example, in a serverless
environment, you may have the opportunity to choose an
operating system (typically Microsoft or Linux), but your
provider maintains responsibility of the OS patching and
security management in that environment. Serverless
environments typically provide some management of the
physical implementation of your identity and directory
infrastructure, applications, and network controls as well,
but you are still responsible for properly configuring access
management through the control plane.
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The Shared Responsibility Model
in Practice
When speaking of “shared responsibility,” it’s important to
understand that you and your cloud provider never share
responsibility for a single aspect of security operations. The
areas of ownership you control are yours alone, and your
provider does not dictate how you secure your systems.
Likewise, you have no control over how the provider secures
their portions of the application and infrastructure stack. You
do, however, have the ability and right to access your cloud
vendor’s audit reports to verify that their systems are secure
and that they are adhering to your terms of service. Cloud
providers publish these reports regularly and freely. The most
current reports are always accessible.

How the shared responsibility model
impacts your developers
Cloud services offer convenient, automated environment
provisioning, allowing developers and test groups to spin up
servers through self-service processes. These environments,
however beneficial for innovative potential, are often
connected to your production assets and can pose significant
security risks if not properly configured. While the cloud is
inherently secure from the provider’s perspective, a secure
cloud requires proper configuration and diligent
access management.
For would-be hackers, cloud development and testing
environments that are set up without enforcing proper security
policies can become a gateway into your production systems
or proprietary code storage. This means that identity and
access management and environment configuration
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management must be closely managed, sometimes at the
expense of unfettered convenience. Centralized, automated
access management and policy-driven environment creation
are critical for the success of your cloud
security implementation.

Securing the DevOps pipeline
Cloud applications, powered by an automated CICD pipeline
and driven by a DevOps organization, accelerate the speed at
which your business delivers new applications and features.
Unfortunately, that also means the DevOps pipeline can
inadvertently and rapidly introduce security vulnerabilities
without proper consideration and management.
In a shared responsibility model, you are responsible
for securing your code and the tools you use to deliver
applications to the cloud. The servers and serverless assets
that make up your DevOps toolchain must also be protected,
including code repositories, Docker image registries,
Jenkins orchestration tools, etc. Beyond securing your CICD
pipeline, you can—and should—leverage CICD automation
processes to shift security left, by integrating security into
the code and making it part of the build. This idea of shifting
left means automated testing against clearly defined security
requirements, early and often in the development process,
so that new vulnerabilities are caught and remediated before
being merged into the larger code tree or introduced into a
production service.

Shared responsibility and
configuration management
The speed and ease of configuring software-defined
infrastructure opens your company up to new levels of agility
and adaptability. However, the ability to reconfigure resources
on the fly can also have instantaneous and broad-reaching
consequences. The potential for misconfiguration can lead
to security vulnerabilities.
Your operations team needs to work closely with security
to maintain policy-based control over how and when cloud
resources are provisioned. Your security teams are also
accountable for monitoring resource management in the cloud
for potential vulnerabilities. Through scripting, automation,
and carefully planned self-service workflows, configuration
management and security teams can work together to
give your company controlled, secure access to the cloud
resources they need without becoming a bottleneck.
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Compliance management, threat
management, and visibility into the cloud
Regardless of where your security responsibilities end and
the cloud provider’s responsibilities start, compliance with
your organizational standards and required regulatory
boards is your company’s responsibility.
Centralized security orchestration, automation, and
response allows you to collect and analyze data across your
entire infrastructure, including on-premises systems, public,
hybrid and multi-cloud environments, and out to your edge
and endpoints. With the right security platform in place,
security teams gain deep visibility that allows you to analyze
and respond to threats and maintain compliance, often
without human involvement.

Shared Responsibility
Automation–It’s Not Optional
One of the benefits of public cloud platforms is the
availability of new technology at nearly any capacity. While
cloud opens the doors to innovation, it also lends itself to
operational complexity. Security teams must secure new
services and assets as the come online, but they cannot
become a bottleneck to progress. Instead, security teams
need to empower DevOps and business units to capitalize
on the benefits of cloud. Security automation is crucial for
maintaining shared responsibility coverage at the speed of
cloud deployments.
As your environment grows in both size and complexity, it
becomes increasingly difficult to keep track of all the various,
moving parts. Shared responsibility model automation
provides dependable speed and consistency and frees up
staff time to focus on strategic goals rather than repetitive
tasks. It also eliminates the human errors that often lead to
security gaps.
Your security automation platform should automate asset
discovery and monitoring, and automatically deploy sensors
upon creation of a new service, environment, or application.
Automation must also extend to DevOps integration. Finding
compliance issues and vulnerabilities before they make it
to production environments helps improve security hygiene
while also creating a culture of security awareness across
your organization.
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The Eight Key Attributes of a Security Automation Platform
With effective shared responsibility security automation in place, you can centralize and simplify your security integration and
operations based on policies that span hybrid and multi-cloud environments. But what makes an effective security automation
tool for these dynamic, fast-moving infrastructures?
When evaluating cloud security platforms, look for the following eight attributes:
Unified
A unified security solution reduces operational
complexity, eliminates point products and
inconsistencies, and closes coverage gaps by
extending coverage across public, hybrid, and
multi-cloud environments.

Portable
Cloud workloads require a level of security
regardless of where they live. Security
solutions need to provide seamless coverage
for assets as the environment changes.

Comprehensive
A comprehensive solution reduces coverage
gaps by providing security controls for asset
discovery, inventory, assessment, remediation,
threat detection, microsegmentation, traffic
discovery, and continuous compliance.

Fast
Cloud resources spin up and down quickly,
and sometimes last only moments. Your
security solution must keep up, detecting
misconfigurations, vulnerabilities, and
threats in real-time.

Integrated
An API-based security foundation, integrated
as part of your DevOps processes and
workflows, allows you to scale your security
implementation in parallel with cloud growth
without becoming a bottleneck to DevOps.

Frictionless
An agentless or microagented security
framework provides maximum security
coverage without contending for cloud
resources or inflating cloud budgets.

Scalable
Cloud security must scale automatically
and instantaneously to keep up with fastbreaking, dynamic cloud changes. That
includes scaling up—and down—to match
cloud footprints as they change.

Cost-effective
Security solutions that are built specifically
for the cloud should provide pricing options
that mirror those offered by the cloud provider,
and they shouldn’t require you to purchase
additional cloud resources to support security
operations.vulnerabilities, and threats
in real-time.
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Fidelis Halo™ is Shared Responsibility Model Automation
That’s Built for the Cloud
Continuous monitoring and visibility across your cloud environments and into your data center, and across every environment
is critical for maintaining accountability for your defined and accepted portions of the shared responsibility model. Fidelis
CloudPassage Halo™ provides a broad range of security controls that simplify shared responsibility model automation, with
seamless integration between your DevOps pipeline and AWS, Azure, and Google Cloud Platform cloud services.

Figure 2: Fidelis Halo is shared responsibility model automation across any mix of environments

Automates security controls across
every environment

Provides security integration across DevOps
processes and workflows

Fidelis Halo automates security and compliance for IaaS,
PaaS, servers, and containers across any mix of public,
private, hybrid, or multi-cloud environment. Rather than
managing separate tools, Fidelis Halo gives you continuous
monitoring, automatic indication of compromise in the cloud,
visualization of network traffic, and automated compliance
management in one place.

Shared responsibility model automation allows your DevOps
teams a secure path to self-service environment creation and
rapid deployment. Fidelis Halo’s developer SDK and toolkit,
plugins for Jenkins, and automatic ingest of IaaS metadata help
enforce security coverage through automation for your code
repositories and build and deployment processes. Fidelis Halo
conducts continual assessments of DevOps assets and provides
DevOps teams with best-practice remediation advice and JSON
scripts to accelerate remediation and enable automation.

Addresses the complexity of hybrid and
multi cloud environments
Fidelis Halo is platform-agnostic, meaning that policies and
rules apply no matter where the target server, service, or
workload lives. This means you implement uniform security
controls once, and Fidelis Halo automates compliance across
hybrid- and multi-cloud environments.

Delivers effortless, automatic security scalability
Fidelis Halo’s patented architecture offloads processing,
which means you can ensure compliance without impacting
performance or inflating your cloud budget. Once you’ve
defined your security policies, you can introduce new cloud
providers and services quickly and easily without introducing
security gaps. And Fidelis Halo’s on-demand licensing model
means your security implementation always matches your
cloud footprint.
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Accelerates the path to compliance
Shared responsibility model automation is key to helping
your compliance team maintain control over growing cloud
environments. Fidelis Halo provides out-of-the-box policies and
rules for PCI, HIPPA, SOC, and more for fast configuration. And
with automated, continuous compliance, you’ll break free from
the last-minute fire drills before audit. Instead, you’ll know your
state of compliance in real time, and will be ready when audit
time comes.
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Get Started
Learn how Fidelis Halo helps you automate your share of the shared responsibility model. You can read the Fidelis Halo solution
brief or start your free trial today.

READ THE SOLUTION BRIEF
START A FREE TRIAL

About Fidelis Cybersecurity
Fidelis Cybersecurity, the industry innovator in proactive cyber defense solutions, safeguards modern IT environments with unparalleled
detection, deception, response, cloud security, and compliance capabilities. We offer full visibility across hybrid environments via rich,
dynamic cyber terrain mapping and multi-faceted context and risk assessment. These features help minimize attackable surface areas,
automate exposure prevention, threat detection, and incident response, and provide the context, accuracy, speed, and portability
security professionals need to find and neutralize adversaries earlier in the attack lifecycle. Fidelis Cybersecurity is dedicated to helping
clients become stronger and more secure. Fidelis is trusted by many top commercial, enterprise, and government agencies worldwide.
For more information, please visit www.fidelissecurity.com
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